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ABSTRACT

he object of this project was to determine the effect of
thermal flux and other atomic blast phenomena on the service life
and use characteristics of selected paint systems, plastics and
coated fabrics currently used or proposed for use by the Corps of
Engineers. Little or no work has been done previously on eval-
uating the effect of atom weapon phenomina on these properties.
Selected materials were exposed to a laboratory source of thermal
flux using Navy searchlight method, with the object of establishing
a correlation between laboratory and field test results. Represent-
ative paint systems, plastics and coated fabrics were exposed tj
BAKER and DOG shots at thermal energies ranging from .6, cal./
to 8 cal./f '. The samples were given a visual inspection in'Th&
fie-id ýf--•turned to EýDL for laboratory comparison with samples
retained at- ERDL, to determine the effect of the exposures on the
physical properties of the materials. /

C M The main conclusion3 were: 31 c3

1. That visual inspecticn does not always give a true picture
and that subsequent laboratory testing of the exposed samples is
necessary for accurate, effective evaluation of the damage done and
the condition of the material.

2. That certain paint systems showed different degrees of
damage when painted on different kinds of metal surfaces, and that
the effect of the kind of metal surface on the damage to one ccating
system cannot be used to predict its effect on other coating system.

3. That paint systems applied to metal surfaces although cco-
pletely destroyed by high intensities of thermal flux will ilpart
improved rust and corrosion resistance to these surfaces even under
high humridity conditions.

4. Wood panels coated with a developed fire retardant paint
shcei a critical energy for wood charring of seven times that of
the anpaintod wood and twice that of ordinar-y house mint.

5. That the fire retardant paint even though completely do-
strayed by nigh thermal intensity and blast damage gave the under-
lying aooc- good protection against burning that was not found in the
other paint systems.
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6 tThat the rigid plastics showed little damage below 18
ca1 0 /rP while most of the plastic films and fibers had a critical
energy in a range of from 10 to !8 cAl./cm2 .

7, Subsequent laboratory tests skow th"6 the damage to coated
fabrics at intensities up to 10 cal./cm is a surface effect that
does not affect the fabric itself, but that intensities of 18vcal./cm2

will severely damage the fabric.

8. komuarisoa of laboratory thermal data (searchlight sour-ce)
with field rssultq -hors only fair correlation. Occasional contra-
diction is evidenced.

It is recommended tkat:

1. Critical wood structures subject to atomic blast exposure,
te coated with an adequate fire retardant paint.

2. Epoxy resin type finishes be considered for use on metal
equipment subject to these conditions.

3. That the polyester-fiberglas type of plastic be used vwhere
there 5c a need for a rigid type plastic with a high resistance to
tharmal flux.

4. That coated fabrics be flame-proofed before coating.

5. That additional data (for use in formulating better coatings
and materials for specific military requirements) be obtained on:

a. The damage done to ae different coatings when painted
on magnesium surfaces. This is important due to the increasing use of
magnesium in the construction of airborne equipment.

b. The effect of these phenomena on fire retardant paint
formulated to an O.D. or camouflage color.

c. The damage to plastic film and fibers in tUhe critical
range of 10 to 18 cal.Jcm2 .
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 OBJA-77VES

In the Engineer Research and Development Laboratories thermal
project, conducted in conjunction with operation BUSTER, certain
specific paint systems, plastics and coated fabrics, currently used,
or proposed for use, by the Corps of Engineers, were exposed to the
thermal effects and accompanying phenomena of an atom bomb blast.
This was done in order to study and evaluate, by scientific tests,
the effect of these exposures on the expected service life of the
different paint systems, plastics and coated fabrics and Uhe ability'
of the coating systems to protect the underlying surfaces from The
thermal and sandblast effects of the explosion. It is ipý-tant to
know to what degree these coatings will continue to protect the aquip-
ment from normal weathering conditions after exposure to tbe-e s'
phenomena. This will determine the necessity and/or diirability of
removing the exposed material and replacing it with new material.
% will also indicat.,e any need for better, more resisiant cot.'g
or materials.

1.2 HISTORICAL

The total energy in cal/cm2 and delivery time, as wel. as
intensities in cal/cfm2/sec delivered at various distances are the
quantities on which thermal effects depend. Such a sm=l1 number of
measurements have been made thus far, as evidenced by the reports on
SANDSTONE and GREENHOUSE, that only general conclusions and predictions
can be drawn from previous tests.

A large amount of work by various members of the protective coat'-
ings industry has been done on the evaluation of the different pain
systems, plastics and coated fabrics for ordinary usage. Miattie1oV
gives a very good discussion of the various laboratory tests and their
correlation with field tests results. F. F. LaQue 2 of the International
Nickel Comparn is doing extensive work on the oorroeion of metals and
metal protective systems. Considerable work has been done by Millerd
at ERDL in the development of fire retardant paints and paint systems.
Isano oil vas found to be effective in one fornulation. A study of
literature, however, fails to reveal significant information on the
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effect of thermal flux or other atomic weapon phenamena on these
materials. No evaluation of the effects of these phenomena on
the service life or use characteristics was found. When operation
BLESMI was proposed, it was suggested by the Office, Chief of
Eineers that a pro ject be set up to secure information on these
thermal effects. The .nswers to the follcwiug questions were
desired:

(a) What is the expected service life of these coatings and
other materials after exposure to the effects?

(b) Th what degree are their protective properties and/or use

characteristics impaired?

(c) In mhat specific characteristics do the materials fail?

(d) Can an improved coating or other material be developed
thba will overcome these failings?

(e) Will the c-.ting give adequate protection to the under-
lying surface under forseaable conditions?

Work has been done by other laboratories in this and previous
operations in exposing various materials to atomic phenomena and
studying these effects, but little nas been done in evaluating the
effect of these phenomena on the service life of paint systems and
other materials used specifically by the Corps of Engineers.

1.3 V{EORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

An important difference between an atomic and a conventional
explosion is that the energy liberated per unit mass is much rreatez
and the temperature attained is much higher in the former case, with
the result that a larger proporticn of the energy is liberated as
thermal radiations.

The characteristics of the theryml radiations from an atomic
explosion as derived from theoretical considerntions are discussed
.1in some detail in the "Effects of Atomic Weapons 4 . According to
theory, approximately one third of the total energy released is
emitted as thermal radiation. At about 0.1 millisecond after the
detonation., the fire ball consists of an isothermal sphere of about
50 feet radius and having a temperature of about 300,000 0 K. From
theoretical considerations, it may be assumed that th6 fire ball
emits essentially black-body radiation.

-2
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Before the characteristics of the thermal energy received at any
distance from the firo ball can be estimated, it is necessary to
correct for atmospheric attenuation both by the undisturbed atmosphere
present at a distance from point zero, and by the abnormal atmosphere
produced around point zero by the detonation itself. At the present
time, it mist be said that sufficient uncertainties still exist on
theoretical grounds, to render of limited value, quantitative calcula-
tions of the characteristics of thermal energy received at any distance
from point zero. Physical measurements in actual field operations
are needed to correlate and check the theoretical calculations. These
measurements are made with calorimeters and pssive irdicators. The
calorimeters measure the total integrated energy while passive indi-
cators, srch as certain textiles, plastics ani other materials, mea-
sure only the effective flux, that is, the flux that will initiate
and sustain damage.

The intense ultraviolet radiations emitted in the first milli-
second of the detonation is only a small fracticn of the total energy
released and will not in itself produce visible damage; however, it
may set up photochemical or other reactions that could affect the
service life of the materials. To evaluate this condition and the
other thermal effects, as well as the other phenomena, identical
unexposed panels were concurrently evaluated at ERDL. This service
evaluation of identical exposed and unexposed samples show the differ.-
ences which are attributable to the effect of atomic weapon phenomena.
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CHAPTER 2

EXPERIM TAL

2.1 NAVAL MATERIALS LABORATORY EVALUATION TESTS

A series of paint systems, plastics, coated fabrics, and pack-
aging materials were prepared for exposure to the N11 laboratory
source of the m1 flux.

Tables A.1 and A.2, Appendix A, lists the samples submitted.
A description of the method of preparation of these samples is also
included. These samples were subjected to exposure to thermal flux
by the laboratory searchlight method as described in MAL BUSTER
report No. WT31l. In this method the beam of a 24 inch Navy •narch-
light is directed to a receiving mirror which concentrates the energy
at a focal point. The sample is made to pass through this focal
point at a constant acceleration or deceleration, with the total
energy id time of exposure determining the amount of thermal flux
at any point. The energy level is determined by placing calibration
strips along the side of the sample and converting the speed of
travel. into thermal energy in calories per square centimeter.
Photograph 2.1 shows typical samples prepared for this exposure.

2.2 PREPARATION OF SAMPLES FOR FIELD EXPOSU.RE

Selected paint systems including alkyds, phenolics, epons,
vinyls and a recently developed fire retardant paint, were applied
.o steel, aluminum and wood surfaces. Representative samples of
plastics and coated fabrics were also included. Tables A.3 and A.4
listing these .,terials as well as a description of the method of
preparation are included in Appendix A.

2.. CONSTRUCTION OF TEST RACKS

The test racks were desic'ned and built, at E-DL, for these
tests. They are inexpensive, light, but sturdy racks anchored by
steel stakes and require only 6 to 8 man ho:rs to erect in the
field. The racks have detachable panel secti.ns that assure quick
easy removal of the samples to an uncontaminated area where they
may be examined at leisure. A photograph and detailed description
of the rack are contained in Appendix A.

"-4-
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Fig. 2.1 Typical Group Of Panels Prepared For NML Laboratory Exposure

2.4 EXPERDhENTAL PLAN FOR FIELD EXPOSURES

A series of paint systems, plastics and coated fabrics were
prepared as described in paragraph 2.2 for exposure at four sta-
tions for both Baker and Dog Shots, with an extra rack for Log
Shot. The test panels were attached to the rack sections in the
camp laboratories where they were sheltered from the weather until
the afternoon before the shot. The racks were set up at the various
stations, adjacent to the Thermal Line and on a radius frm ground
zero, with thle face of the rack a, iented to receive max~cin thermal

a energy. The stations were located at the following distances froa
exnected ground zero.

-5-
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2.4.1 D*kr Shot

Station 1 - 2000 feet
Station 2 - 4000 feet
Station 3 - 5000 feet
Station 4 - 7000 feet

2.4.2 Dog Shot

Station I - 5000 feet
Station 2 - 7000 feet
Station 3 - 9000 feet
Station 4 - 12000 feet
Station 5 - 2000 feet

(1 rack of paint panels)

After each exposure, the test panels were monitored for pos-
sible contamination and given a visual inspection for damage, then
returned to the camp laboratory for a more careful inspection. To
acquire information on the structural behovior of these light racks,
a rack with the face complet.ely covered by two 3' x 5' plywood
panels was set at 9000 feet on DOG Shot with the stakes just driven
into the ground.

2.5 ERDL EVALUATION OF EXCPOSED PANLiS

The sample panels exposed in 2.4 were returned to ERDL for lab-
oratory evaluation with duplicate panels retained at the laboratories.
The paint sples were subjected to salt spray, accelerated weathering
and hig4 humidaty and then evaluated for flexibility, abrasion resis-
tance and shear hardness. Any differences between the tio sets of
panels was attributed to the field exposure. The panels coated with
fire retardant and ordinary house paint were given standard condition-
ing, and evaluated for fire retardant properties as specified in
Federal Specification TT-P-26.

The plastics and coated fabrics were evaluated for damage, by
the usual laboratory tests of flexual and breaking strength, elongation,
surface hardness, and ligfit transmission. A detailed description of
the test procedures are given in Appendix B.

-6-
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CHAPTER 3

RESULTS OF DIFFERENT EXPSURES

3.1 RESULTS OF MIL LABORATORY EXWZTME TESTS

The results of this exposure test are shown in Table C.l,
"The Effect of Exposure to Laboratory ihermal Flux on Certain
l te rials ."

3.2 FIELD EXPSURE TIh:TS

Samples of paints, plastics, and coated fabrics were exposed
to the BAKER and DOG Shots, at four different stations, yielding
intensity levels varying from 1.6 to 85 ca'1/cm2 . Figure3 3.1 and
3.2 show typical damage to these materials at solected intensity
levels, It should be noted that this damage is caused by both
thermal end blast. effects. Considerable thoughL was given to
methods of distiniaishing between thermal and blast damage. The
use of quartz Twir-ows or electronically operated shutters were not
considered practical because of the number and size of the samples
to be exposed macu their use excessive in cooL. While this was
primarily a thermal effects project, the Engineers were also
interested in the actual damage, (thermal and blast), to the materi-
als. In every case possible, the blast damage has been allowed
for in the evaluation of the thermal damage to the sample. Table
C.2, showing the thermal flux and blast pressures, as well as
Tables C.3, C.4, and C.5, giving the results of the field exposure,
are included in Appendix C. A selective summary of these data
follows:

At 85 calories all of the paint systems were completely des-
troyed. the panels with the epoxy type finish appeared to have
small bits of paint left on the surface, while the panels with the
vinyl type finish had a greyish mat finish. The panels coated with
house paint and with fire retardant paint showed complete destructian
of the paint film and excessive sand erosion. No plastics or coat-
ed fabrics were exposed at tiis statipn.

pk
At 1 calories most of the paint systems showed charring and

blistering. The coated pine panels showed blistering with a red
color in the rosin ýmrain. The coated poplar panels showed charring
but no blistering. The rigid plastics s! owed little damage, while
the plastic films and fibers were destroyed. Some of the coated
fabrics were ccmpletely destroyed, others were melted and charred.

-- 7 --
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At 9.8 cal/cr 2 the paint systemB on metal panels showed some
gravel damage with the aluminum panels showing a few blisters.
The coatings on pine wood panels showed blistering and charring.
The poplar innels coated with hous3 paint showed some blistering
uhile the fire retardant paint showed none. The rigid plastic
films and fibers, and the coated fabrics did show some damage.

At energies below 5.7 cal/cn2 the paints on metal panels showed
occasional fine blisters with the aliminum panels showing slightly
more damage than the steel. The pine panels showed blistering and
scme light dcarring. The vinyl and saran films and the saran fiber
showed some damage, Some of the coated fabrics showed some surface
damage.

3.3 ERDL EVALUATION TESTS

3.3.1 Ewalliaticn of Paint Sstems on Metals

The alkyd, phenolic, vinyl and epoxy systems coated on
steel and aluminum were exposed to salt spray, accelerated weather
and high humidity and then evaluated for flexibility, abrasion
resistance and shear hardness. The results of these evaluations
are included in Appendix C in the following tables.

Table C.6 Effect of Thermal Flux on Resistance to
Salt Spray Exposure

Table C.7 Effect of Thermal Flux on Resistance to
Accelerated Weathering Exposure

Table C.8 Effect of Thermal Flux on Resistance to
High Humidity

"lable C.9 Effect of High Humidity on Painted Panel•
Exposed to a Thermal Energy of 85 cal/cru

Table C.1O Effect of Thermal Flux on Flexibility

Table C.IU Effect of Thermal Flux on Abrasion Resistance

Table C.12 Effect of Thermal Flux on Shear Hardness

3.3.2 EVALUATION OF FIRE FET2DKANT PATNTS

Thst panels of outside white paint and fire retardant
paint were evaluated fcr fire retardancy under Fed. Spec., TT-P-26.

-10-
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Table C.13, Appendix C, shows the effect of thermal flux on the

fire retardant properties of these two paints.

3.3.3 Evaluation of Plastics and Coated Fabrics

The rigid plastics, plastic films and fibers and coated
fabrics were evalmated for the effect of thermal flux on their
physical properties. The results of these evaluations are shown
in the following tables in Appendix C.

Table C.14 Effect of Therml Flux on Pigid Plastics

Table G.15 Effect of Therril 'lux on Plastic Films

Table C.lb Effect of Themal Flux on Plastic and Cctton
Fibers

Table C.17 Effect of Thermal Flux on the Breaking
Strength o: Coated Fabrics

Table C.18 Effect of Thermal Flux on the Ultimate

Elongatien of Coated Fabrics

3.3.4 Compariscn of Laboratory Flux ind Field Expoeure

Field exposure results on fourteen paint systems were
co'npared with the results obtained from expcsure to laboratory flux
on the same systems The results of this comparison are shown in
Table C.19, Appendix C.

S.
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CHAPTER 4

DISCUSSION OF RESUMS

4.1 NIL? EXPOSURE TESTS

An examination of ¶fable C.I, Appendix C, will show the effect
of these expusures. An examination of these results will show
that the alkyd and phenolic paint systems had a higher critical
energy when coated on aluminum than on steel or magnesium, while
the critical energy of the epoxy resin system was higher on steel
and magnesium than it was on aluminum. In the case uf the alkyd
and phenolic systems, this mnght be accounted for by the different
heat conductance of the different. metals. The resul s of the
epoxy resin system, however, show that this reasoning cannot be
applied indiscriminately in predicting the damage to other paint
s.7stens on these metals.

It can also be seen from these results that a good fire
retardant paint should have a critical energy that is eight times
that of unpainted wood and iLwice that of ordinary paint.

The values reported for the fibers do not reflect the true
damage from thermal flux. It was noted, from close inspection,
that damage to the fibers was caused more by the ignition of the
wood than by thermal radiatic' falling on the fiber itself.

The rigid plastics were run at high calorie ranges. The
early charring of the wood in some cases, was accounted for by the
transparency of such samples as cellulose acetate and acrylic resin
(plexiglass). The cellulose acetate sh~sed marked effect from
the incident radiation i.e. melting, as well as fran the burning
of the plywood backing. The acrylic resin however, was destroyed
totally by the plywood backing, complicating t~ie evaluation. The
polyester-fiberglass material offered good protection to the under-
lying wood even though the spe,ýimens were run to a high range
(427 to 853 cal/cm2 ). At Icw intensities the thickness of the
coated fabrics acted as a thermal barrier protecting the underlying
surface. It is seen from this table that the nitrile rubber coated
fabric had the highest critical energy while the neoprene and
styrene rubbers had the lcm3st.

Difficulty was experienced in the evaluation of some of the
packaging materials. The surface, both front and back of several

- 12 -
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of the materials were stencilled in black print and the black print

absorbed more of the energy than the adjacent areas. Some of the
materials stuck to each other or to the wrapping paper altering the
surface appearance of the material. Typical damage caused by this
exposure is shown in Figure 4.1.

4.2 FIELD EXPOSURE TESTS

A study of the samples at the various stations for both shots
reveald a reasonably good correlation between the energy received
and the amount of damage. It is also signficant to note that there
was no radioactive contaminaticn found on any of the samples even
though the surrounding areas did show some contamination. This is
possibly due to the fact that the samples were in a nearly vertical
position and thus missed any fall out of radioactive particles.

As would be expected, all of the paint systems were destroyed
at the 85 cal/cm2 level. One paint, the epoxy resin system, appeared
to have small flecks of the paint left on the panel. This raises
the question "were the paints burnt off by thermal effects or was
the damage caused by the blast effects"'? This could be determinedat a future test using shielded and unshielded samples.

It was also significant to note that the poplar panels coated
with fire retardant paint and ordinary house paint had the paint
completely destroyed and the panels deeply sandblasted. A visual
evaluation shows the two panels to be identical.

At the 18 calorie station it was noted that the alkyd luster-
less enamel showed better resistance, when coated on steel, that it
did on aluminum. It was thought that this could be accounted for by
the higier specific conductivity of steel over aluminum, however,
the phenolic system showed the reverse effects with the phenolic
system showing less damage over the aluminum. It was seen that the
pine panels were covered with red blisters grading to black in the
charred areas. This red coloration is probably due to the rosin con-
tent of the wood or a combination of the rosin and some constituent
of the paint. This reasoning is further borne out by the fact that
the poplar panels showed no blistering or red color. It would seem
from these results that it would be desirable to have all critical
buildings constructed of non-resinous wood or to determine whether
the fire retardant paint would eliminate the blistering of the pine
wood. A further study of this data reveals that the exterior fire
ret.ordant paint shows less deterioration and gives better pL-otection
than the outside white paint.
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An evaluation of the plastics and coated fabrics reveal that
the rigid type plastics show very little damage, the phenol-formal-
dehyde and the polyvinyl chloride samples show a little heat scorch-
ing. The absence of the blast damage is probably due to the thick-
ness of the sample. The plastic films and fibers were completely
gone with the exception oc the vinyl covered glass fiber, in which
case, the glass fibers remained. It is difficult to determine
whether this damage was caused by thermal or blast effects. The
coated fabrics shmved surface melting, charring, and the imbedding
of a layer of sand and fine gravel. The untreated duck sample and
the material coated with a laborator7- batch of neoprene rubber were
completely destroyed, but again it is impossible to say to which
effect this was due. Again, at the 9.6 cal station we find the
alkyd system sharing slightly less damage on steel than it does on
aluminum. The phenolic system fails to show any differentiation at
this level. It is to be noted that the house paint is blistered
at intensities of this level while the fire retardant paint shows no
damage. It is also noted that the plastic films, fibers, and the
coated fabrics continue to show no damage. It is also noted that
the plastic films, fibers, and the coated fabrics continue to shof
s"me damage. It is noted that some of the plastic materials
particularly saran and vinyl films were completely destroyed at
intensities of 5.6 cal/cm and below. This is probably due to
thermal flux rather than blast damage since NIL laboratcry results
show these materials to have low critical energies. It is also seen
that some of the ,oated fabrics showed surface damage even at these
low calories levels, but the extent of damage could not be determined
by visual inspection. It is particularly interesting to note that
the pine panels (ontinued to blister even at these low intensities.
It would be of wvlue to find out whether the fire retardant paint
would el.minate thl blistering of these paint panels.

It had been origirally planned to include magnesium in the sur-
faces to be tested, but it was elminated due to program restructions.
In view of the expanding use of magnesium as a replacement for
heavier materials in the construction of airborne and other equipment,
and the inability to predict the behavioz of paint systems applied
to different metals, it becomes increasingly desirable to obtain
data on the effect of these phencmina on paint systems coated on
magesium surfaces.

4.3 ERDL EVALUATTON T95TS

Tn the evaluation of the test data of this project is is im-
mediately seen that a larger number of samples would have given more
definite results, and that ti-s results obtained do show trends from
which valuable conclusions may be drawn.

- 15 -
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4.3.1 Paint Systems

Tables C.6, C.7, and C.8 Appendix C, show the effect
of varying intensities of thermal flux on the resistance of these
coatings to salt air, high humidity and accelerated weathering,
It is shown that, in general, the exposed panels have poorer flexi-
bility abrasion resistance and shear hardness than the unexposed
panels, with the amount of damage increasing with the increase in
thermal flux. This table shows that the alkyd system shows less
damage over steel while the phenolic system is best over aluminum;
with the epoxy resin system showing no particular differentiation.
This shows that the effect on one coating system cannot be used to
predict the damage that will be dane to another. The vinyl paint
was exposed on steel alone, therefore no comparison can be made of
its characteristics on steel and aluminum. It is noted, however,
that it suffered less damage than the other paint systems. This
is attributed to its higher reflectivity. It vas a white paint
while the others were O.D. in color.

A study of Tables C.10, C.1-1 and C.12 shows that the
overall flexibility of the different systems is not particularly
affected by low intensities but that a thermal flux of 10 to 18
cal/cm2 causes a small improvement in this property. This may be
attributed to a heat polymerization of the paint, resulting in a
tougher film. It is also noted that the overall abrasion resistance
shear hardness show decreasing resistance with increase in the•'nal
flux. An exception to this trend is the shear hardness of the
vinyl system. jnese panels have very good shear hardness at energies
up to 10 cal/cma but have a sharp breakdown at 18 cal/cm2 . This
indicates a critical energy at some point within this range.

Table C.4 Appendix C, shows the effect of exposing
alkyd, phenolic epoxy and vinyl systems to a thermal flux of 85
cal/Ca2 . It is noted that the paint is completely destroyed on
all of the panels and most of them show severe sand erosion. In
order to determine whether there was any surface effect not readily
noticeable, these panels were placed in a high humidity cabinet
alongs with a simular uncoated metal panel. The results of this
exposure are shown in Table C.9, Appendix C. It is seen from this
table that the exposed panels bad improved resistance to rust and
corrosion. It is believed that some of the pnint pirnents, such
as the lead, zinc or chranate were reduced and fuýed into the sur-
face of the panel making it more resistant.

- 16 -
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Table C.13 shows the effect of dif'erent intensities
of thermal flux on the fire retardant propertic. of ordinary house
paint ari. fire retardant paint developed by ERDL. Based on the

! ~resulits obtained from this test, it can be sean that exposure to

low intensities of thenral flux tends to improve the fire retardant
properties of the paint. This can be iccounted for by the heat
polymerization of the oils and resins, making them harder and less

combustible under laboratory test. It is also shown that the
different levels of exposure do not significantly affect the weight
loss of either paint. A differencu is noied, however, in the char
volume (amount of char on underlying wood panel) of the two paints.
Up to a thermal level of 10 calories, the house paint shows an
increase in char volume with an incýrease in thermal intensity while
the fire retardant paint shows a decrease. This would indicate
that the house paint is progressively breaking down to permit more
and more destruction of the underlying wood while the fire retardant
paint is developing more and more of a protective barrier that
permits less and less destructio a It is also interesting to note
that after exposure of 85 cal/cm, the poplar panels had all of
the paint either burnt off, or worn off from sand abrasion. Under
visual inspection both panels appeared to be identical in service- d
ability, however, an exanination of Table C.13 shows that the
panels coa ted with ordinary house paint were completely destroyed
while the ones with the fire retardant paint suffered a moderately
severe char but remained intact, This indicates that structures
co~ted with ordinary p-LLt would have burned down while those
coated with fire retardant paint would have received a bad char
but would remain standing and intact. Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show
the effect of thermal flix on these two paints and their resistance
to burning.

4.3.2 Plastics and Coated Fabrics

An examination rf Table C.14 Appendix C,,shows that,
in general, thermal flux intensities up to 18 cal/cQ have culy a
slight effect on the flexural strength, modulus of elasticity, and
surface hardness of the rigid plastics. The percent of light
transmittance was determined to evaluate the use of these materials
for windows, skylights, etc. It is to be seen that no great amount
of damage was done at levels up to 9.6 cal/cw2 but that a sharp
drop occurred around 18 cal/c; indicating a critical energy value
in this range. A visual examination of the cellulose acetate,
polyester resin, and polyvinyl chloride show that these samples were
not ,uifcrmly dama,7ed, indicating an unequal exposure to the effects.

-17-
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It ern be concluded from these results that, with the
exception of the light transmittance properties, thermal flux up
to 18 ca•l/• 2 will not seriously affect the use of these rigid
plastics. The fact that fiberglass reinforcing material made a
go•d showing in both the rigid plastic and fiber uses indicates
a desirability of further testing this material. Table C.15
Appendix C show the effect of thermal flux on the physical proper-
ties of certain plastic films. It is to be noted that the films
in general showed poor resistance to even moderate levels of thermal
flux, It is quite probable tat this poor showing is a result of
the combination of blast and thermal damage. Teflon showed destruc-
tion around 10 cal/cw2 in the field test and a critical energy of
55 cal/rn 2 under the NML tests. It is also seen that the saran film
showed a marked increase in Specific Gravity (density). TMis can
be accounted for by the loss of plasticizer and other volatile
constituents.

Table C.16 and Figure C.2 Appendix C, shows the effect
of theraml flux on the physical properties of certain plastic and
cotton fibers. The breaking strength was determir-d on both the
straight and kmotted strands since a large requirement for these
materials is in the marfacture of camouflage netting. It has been
shown by previous eperience that knotting has a definate effect
on the tensile strength of the fiber. The straight strand fibers
show little change in breaking strength up to 9.6 cal/ct with
destruction of 18 cal/cM2 . The vinyl covered fiberglass is an ex-
ception to this trend showing little loss of strength at any 19 v .l.
Tte saran fiber, on the other hand, was destroyed at 5.6 cal/cm..
The tensile strength of the knotted strands, while less than that
of the straight fibers showed the same general trend. On the basis
cf these results, it can be concluded that the viirl covered fiber-
glass should be usable after exposure to 18 cal/ cm of thermal flu
in orlon, cotton, and Nylon FA 3606 up to an intensity of 8 cal/cm",
and the Dynel and untreated nylon to 5 cal/Lal. Saran will be dam-
aged at 3 cal.

Tables C.17 and C.18 and Figure C.3 Appendix C, show
the effect of Uifferent levels of thermal flux on the physical
properties of certain coated fabrics. It is shown that low intensitim
cause '.ittle cr no damage to the tensile strength and elongation
with sls of the samples even showing a slight improvemcnt; while
18 cal/Cr 2 will completely destroy ur severely damage the fabric.
It is to be noted from the t4ble that the untreated duck shows
destruction above 9.6 caV=a and the laboratory coated sample of
neoprene above 5.6 cal/cu'2. It is sifificant to note that all of
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the coated fabric samples except the neoprene sample had been flame
proofed before coating. This at least, in part, accounts for their
hi,-her critical energies.

An examination of Fig. C.3 shows that there was varying
amounts of visual damage to the different samples. The test results
in the above tables shoa that at intensities up to 9.6 calories, the
damage is lar-ely a surface damag-e which has not hurt the fabric
itself but that thermal levels in the range of 18 calories will
destroy or seriously damage the fabric itself. This is another ex-
ample of the need of subsequent testing of physical properties in
correctly evaluating the effect of these phenominee on the service
life and use charactcristics of the various materials.

Additional, more detailed, test data and photographs
not included in this report are on file in the Materials Laboratory,
ERDL and are available for inspection by any interested persons. 4
4.4 CO!PARr3ON OF IABORA7IRY FLUX AND FIELD EXPOSURE -TESTS

The object of establishing a correlation between laboratory
flux and field exposure effects is to establish a method of screen-
ing the different materials in order to pick the most promising
ones for field exposure. A study of Table C.19 reveals that, in
gener-al, the field exposure was more severe than the laboratory
flux. Two exceptions to this are: 1. The phenolic system on steel,
which showed slightly more damage in the laboratory, at the lower
calorie intensities and about the same at the higher intensities.
2. The phenolic system on wood, which consistently showed more
daimage from the laboratory flux. It is also intere;ting to note
that there was moderate to deep char of the resinous grain of the
wood panels, subjected to field exposure, while the non-resinous
grain showed little if any char. This condition was not noted in
the laboratory samples possibly due to the size of the sample and
smallness of 'he exposed area. It is believed that these test data
show a fair oorrelation with the field exposure. The following
factors make a comparison more difficult:

a. The small number of samples of each system exposed. Where
visual conclusions are drawn from a small number of samples or from
a small ar.,a on a panel, the probability of error is increased
because there is no chance for small differences in apnel preparation
or exposure oonditicn3 to be averaged.

b. The difference in the sizes of the exposed areas. nhe
field samples had an area of 74 sq. in. as compar-d to 0.02 sq. in.
(lC sq..m.) for Uie labcra'tory samples.

- 21 -
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c. While the laboratory samples were subjected to thermal
flux alone the field samples were exposed to both thermal flux
anti blast damage with the blast damage possibly obscuring arn
light surface char,

d. The apparent non-uniformity of thermal damage by in-
creasing intensities of laboratory thermal flux.

bI

-22-
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AID RECOMMDATFONS

5.1 CIONCLUSIONS

It is concluded that:

1. Visual inspection alone, does not give a true picture of
the damage done and that subsequent laboratory testing of the
physical properties is necessary for the accurate effective eval-
uation of the damae done wo exposed materials.

2. Certain paint systems sustain different degrees of damage
when coated over different metal surfaces, and that the effect of
the metal surface on the damage to one coating system was not in
direct correlation with the effect on oth6r types of coating systeus.

f. That paint systems applied to metal surfaces, although
c.;inpietely destroyed by exposure to high intci- L Lies of thermal
flux, will impart improved rust and zorrosion resistance to theas
surfaces, even under high humidity conditions.

4. Wood panels coated with an adequate fire retardant paint
have a critical energy for wood charring seven times that of the
unpainted wood and twice that of normally used house paint.

5. The fire retardant paint, even though completely destroyed
by hifh thernial intensity and blast damage, imparted to the under-
lying wood a good resistance to burning not found in a sim,lar wood
panel coated with house paint.

6. Fe rigid plastics show little damage at intensities below
18 cal/cm with light transmittance being the only property shcwing
any appreciable change and that plastic films and fibers in general,f are destroyed at critical energies in the rmnge of frcz 8 to 12
cal/cR2.

7. laboratory tests shcw that the damage to the coated fabrics
at intensities up to 10 cal/cu2 is a surface effect that does not
insre the fabric its!!if but that intensities of 18 cal/cn2 will
severely damage the fabric.
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8. Flame proofing of the coat,1d fabrics prior to coating
will decrease +te damage caused by exposure to these phenomena.

9. The epuxy resin aystem, is equally good ohen coated on steel
or aluminum while the alkyd system suffered less damage when coated
ove- steel, and the 12-rolic system less damage when coated over
alum, num.

10. Resinous type wood (pine) will blister ever. at low thermal
intensities irrespective of the coating system used.

11. Laboratory exposure tests show that materials having high
transparency cr reflectivity show high critical energies.

12. Materials having high reflectivity or absorption character-
istics offer better protection to the underlying material than those
with high transparency.

13. Of the rigid plastics exposed to laboratory flux the
polyester-fiberglas type offers the best protection to the underlying
material even at high thermal ranges.

5.2 R!,'COIMNDATIONS

It is recommended that:

1. Critical wood structures, subject to atomic blast exposure,
be coated with an adequate fire retardant paint.

2. Epoxy resin type finishes be considered for use on metal
equipment subject to these condit4 :ns.

3. The polyestor-fiberglas type of plastic be used where
there is a need for a non-transparonrt rigid plastic with a high
resistance to thermal flux.

4. All coated fabrics be flame proofed before caiting.

5. Further study be made on fi.c retai-dant paints to determine
whether such paints formulated tc an O.D. or camouflage color would
have the same protective properties as the paint evaluated in this
program.

6. A study be mde, at sane futiure test, to determine the
Pffect cf these phcnomina on coatings applied to magnesium surfaces.

- 24-
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This data will be of increasing value due to the expanding use of
magnesium in air-borne and other equipment.

7. Further work be done to evaluate the effect of thermal
flux on single and multiple coat systems to determine whether the
damage is a surface effect or whether it sets up thermochemical
reactions in the undercoats affecting their service l.fe.

8. Additional work be donr - -oven fibers of the camouflage
net and garnishment type to deter- -•che affect of these phencmena
on the camouflaging properties as weri as the physical character-
istics of these fibers.

9. Further exposures be mNde on the plastics and coated fabrics
in the range of 10 to 20 cal/cm'. This was shown to be a critical
range for a nmnber of the samples.

i

4

-I
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APPENDIX A

PREPARATION OF TEST SAMPLES

A.1 PREPARATTON OF SATPIIFS 7OR l, LN EXPOSURE

A.1.1 Preparation of Paint Samples

TABLE A.l

Coding of Paint Samples Prepared for NML Testing

System No, Mme Panel Primer Coat Finish Cuat

1 Steel MIL-P-15328 1

TT-E-485 TT-E-485
2 Aluminum "

3 Magnesium d
4 Wood Tr-P-636 3-174
5 Steel MIL-P-15328

TT-E-485 3-173
6 Aluminum
7 Magnesium
8 Wood TT-P-636

3-174
9 Steel MIL-P-15328

TT-E-485 TT-E-489
10 Aluminum • .
11 Magnesium
12 Wood Tr-P-636
13 Steel IIIL-P-15328

3-193, Type I 3-194
14 Aluminum
15 Magnesium
16 Wood 3-193, 1)" II
17 Steel MIL-P-15323 3-194

3-193, I•pe I 3-173
18 Aluminum "t
19 Magnesium
20 Wood 3-193, T" II
21 Steel MIL-P-15328 TT-E-485
22 Aluminum
23 %gneslum
24 Wood ?T-P-636

Steel MIL-P-15328
TT-E-485 3-173
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TABLE A.1

Coding of Paint Samples Prepared for ML Testing
(conti)

Noe ____Pane Primer Coat Finish Coat

26 Alvminum TT-E-485 3-173
27 Magnesium of

28 Wood TT-P-636 "
29 Steel Pigmented Epon2  Pismented Epon
30 Alumim . ,2 iea nS~~31 Magnesium.,,.,

* ~32 Wood""""
33 steel V TL-P-15 "2 8

Pigmentea Devran ,,,

34 Aluminum
35 Magnesium
36 Wood TT-P-636 Pigmented Epon
37 Poplar Wood TT-P-25 TT-P-40
38 Poplar Wood Fire RetardantPaint. ?I-P-26

(Int.

1lnder pointed panels, the primer and finish refer to Govern-
ment specifications.

"2he "Pigmented Epon" is an Epon-resin vehicle pigmented similar

to TT-E-485b. It was prepared by Devoe Raynolds Company, Louisville,
Kentucky.

Specific paint systems as shomn in the above table were
prepared by brush coating them on 1" x 8" x 1/8" panels of wood, steel,
aluminum and magnesium, and allowing the paint to air dry 20 to 24
hours after each coat. The paint systems on metal were cut to
approximately one inch length and the eight pieces mounted on a glass
melazine holder with an air space less than '16" between each sec-
tion to eliminate heat conduction between the sections. The systems 4
on wood were mounted in one piece and held in place by insulated
retaining strips.

In the preparation and testing of these samples, it became
obvious that brush coating of the samples was not a satisfacto-y
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method of application due to the requirements and limitations of
the test method. It was seen that small differences that aver-
aged in normal practice on larger surfaces and on the field panels
appeared to be intensified in the small surfaces. Future panels
should be prepared eit~ier by spraying to a specified dry film
thickness -T by use of the doctor blade techniques. If apparatus
for controlled film thickness is available it should be the
quickestmost efficient method.

A.1.2 Preparation of Plastic and Coated Fabric Samples

TABLE Ao2
Coding of Plastics, Coated Fabrics

and Packaging Materials for N1AL Testing

System Materials Description

1. Plastics

39 Polystyrene

40 Polyester, reinforced with fiberglas mat

41 Cellulose Acetate
42 Acrylic (Plexiglass)
43 Teflon
44 Saran Sheet

45 Polyethylene
46 Vinyl Sheet
54 Vinyl Covered Glass Fiber
55 Nylon Fiber
56 Dynel Fiber
57 Saran Fiber
58 Nylon Monofilm (FM 3606)
59 Orlon Fiber
60 Vinyon (NO1fU)

2. Coated Fabrics t

47 Nitrile Rubber (GR-A)
48 Natural Rubber
49 Vinyl Chloride-Acetate Co-polymer
50 Isobutylene-Isoprene Co-polymer, (GR-I)
51 Neoprene Rubber (GR-M)
52 Uncoated Treated Duck
53 Butadiene-Styrene Co-polymer (GR-S)
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UBLE A.2
(conti)

System Materials Description

3. Padcaging Materials

121-115 JAN-B-121, Grade C, Type I, Class 1,
Greaseproof Barrier-Material, coated with
JAN-P-115, Dipcoat Sealing Compound.

121-A-II-I JAN-B-121, Grade A, T'ype II, Class 1,
Greaseproof Barrier-Material.

121-C-I-i JAN-B-121, Grade C, Type I, Class 1,
Greaseproof Barrier-Material.

131A-I-A MIL-B-131A, Class A, Flexible Water-
Vaporproof Barrier-Material.

117-8-I-C JAN-P-117, Grade B, Type I, Class C, Non-
heat Sealable Greaseproof, Waterproof Bag.

149-TY-I JAN-C-149, Type I, Protective Strippable
Compound Ethylcellulose.

149-Ti-Il JAN-C-149, Type II, Protective Strippable
Compound Acetate Butyrate.

WI 17563 AXS 1756 Strippable (Sprayable) Protective
Campound.

GE-5249 50-5249 by R. Me Hollingshead Corporation
No Government specification covering.

AXS-673 Hard Drying, Thin Film Prewervative
coated on 1" x 12" x 1/s" mild carbon steel.

3z Cocoan by R. M. Hollingshead Carp., Camden, N. J.
Specification No. 4939 AM Cocoon conforms to AMS 1756.
Film formed by

1 coat webbing mixed to Hollingshead Specification.
I coat cocoon consisting of 3 P pplications

(approx. 5 ails ea) mixed with 2 oz yellow dye.
1 coat cocoon consisting of 3 applications

(approx. 5 mils ea) mixed with 1 lb alumima
paste per p1lon cocomi.
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G E. Cocoon by R. M. Hollingshead Corporation, Camden, N. J.
Specification No. 50-5249
No Government Specification covering
formulated expressly fcr General Electric Co.,
Knolls Atumic Power Laboratory, Schenectady, N. Y.
Approved for use in all AEC establishment by USAEC,
Washington, D. C. and Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
Tennessee. (For use indoors only).
Film formed by

1 coat webbing solution as formulated by R. M.
Hollingshead Corporation, Camden, N. J.

2 coats cocoon each consisting of 3 applications
(Each application approx. 5 mils thick).

The plastics and coated fabrics as shown in Table A.2 above,
were prepared in the following manner.

A.1.2.1 Coated Fabrics and Plastic Film

The coated fabrics and plastic film specimens
were cut into 1" x 80 stripe and mounted on a glass melamine holder
grooved to provide an air background. A glans silicone laminate
fire guard,, employed to prevent the propagation of a flame, was
mounted over the specimen and held in place by an insulated strip.

A.1.2.2 Plastic Fibers

The plastic fibers were wrapned widthwise around
plywood holders (1 x 8 inches) and held in place by insulated strips.
Side notches were utilized to prevent slipping.

A.l.2.3 Packaging Materials

The packaging materials were cut to approximately
1" x 8" and mounted on plywood or glass melamine holders depending
on the material. A glass silicone laminate fire guard was utilized
on all samples except the ethyl cellulose and the acetate biityrate
sturippable compounds.

A.1.2.4 Rigid Plastic Material

The rigid plastic materil was cut to approxi-
mately 10 x 4" size and mounted on a 1" x 8" plywood strip and h3ld
by insulated strips. A small space less than 1/16" was kept between
the strips to eliminate heat conduction,
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Aa.,2*5 Different Method of Mutn ape

Some further thought should be given to a differ-
ent method of mounting these samples. In several instances more
damage was caused from the burning of the backup than from incident
radiation. This made it very difficult to evaluate the samples.
Improper packaging also caused loss of some samples. Paper and rither
packarng material stuck to the test face thus altering its surlace
characteristics. It was noted also that saveral of the packaging
materials bad identifying stencil marks on the face of the sample
that made their evaluaticn more difficult. A clearer more detailed
knowledge of the requirements and limitations of the method would
have eliminated this difficulty

A.2 PREPARATTON OF SAMPLES FOR FIELD EXPOSURE

A.2.1 Preparation of Paint Samples

TABLE A.3

Ooding of Paint Samples For Field Exposure

Code System Type Panel Prime Coat Finish Coat

C-l Steel Wash primer Tr-E-4851

MIL-P-15328 (2 coats)
G-2 Aluminum Wash primer TI-E-485

MIL-P-15328 (2 coats)
C-4 Wood TV-P-636 3-174
C-5 Steel [IAL-P-15328 3-173

TT-E-485
C-6 Steel MIL-P-15328 TT-E-489

(2 coats)
C-7 Steel MIL-P-15328 3-194

TT-E-485
C-8 Aluminum MIT-P-15328 3-194

3-193-7yI
C-1O Wood 3-193-1y II 3-194
C-1I Wood 7T-P-636 T1--E-485
C-12 Steel Pigented Epon4 Pigmented Epon
C-13 Aluminum i a "
C-15 Wood " u w "
C-16 Steel MIL-P-15328

Pigment ed Epon
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TABLE A.3
(conti)

Code System Type Panel Prime Coat Finish Coat

C-17 Poplar Wood TT-P-25 TT-P-40
(2 coats)

C-18 Poplar Wood TT-P-25 VV-Ext 202
(2 coats)

C-20 Steel Vinyl Paint 3  Vinyl Paint
Prime Coat Body Coat
(1 coat) (2 coats)

The prirmr and finish coats refer to Government specifications.
2VV Ext 20 is an experimental fire retardant paint developed under

research contract by Vita Var Corp., Newark, N. J.
3 The vinyl paint is Amercoat 23, a commercial coating produced by

Amerccat Corp., Los Angeles, California
4 Epon resin paint is an Epon type vehicle pigmented similar to

TT-E-485b and was manufactured by Devoe Raynolds Co., Louisville,
Kentucky.

Representative paint systems as shown in Table A-3 were pre-
pared as follows.

A.2.1.1 Cold Rolled Steel Panels

7" x 12" SAE IJ20 cold rolled steel panels were
sand blasted, solvent cleaned and coated as shown in the above table.

A.2.1.2 Aluminum Alloy Panels

7" x 12"1 x 0.04" 24ST3 aluminum alloy panels wereasolvent clamned and coated in accordance with the above table.

A.2.1.3 Southern Yellow Pine Wood Panels

6" x 12" x 3/8" southern yellow pine wood panels
were sanded smooth and free from dirt, and coated in accordance with
the above table.

A.2.1.4 PopLar Yood Panels

Poplar wood panels conforming to the requirem ts
of Fed. Spec. Tr-P-26 were coated as shown in the above table.
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All Cecatings were sprayed to give a total dry film thickness
of 3.5 to 4.0 mils. All systems except C.12, C.13, and C.16 were
air dried. These systems were baked for 15 minutes at 2500 F.
A steel bacdmp plate 7" x 12" x 1/16" was used on all of the samples
to minimise destortion from blast effects.

In future tests it would be desirable to investigate the use
of standard guge panels and to use a controlled film thickness spray

S apparatus for coating the panels.

A.2.2 Preparation of Plastic and Coated Fabric Samples

fth following table lists the samples subjected to field

exposure.

TkBE A.4

Coding System for Plastics and Coated Fabrics
for Field Exposure

System Material Description

1. Rigid Plastics

P-I Plexiglass
P-2 Cellulose Acetate
P-3 Polyester Resin (Glass nat)

P-4 Phenol-Fornildehyde (Asbestos)
P-5 Polyvinyl Chloride
P-6 Polyethylene
P-7 Teflon
P-8 Vinyl Sheet
P-9 Saran
P-1O Dyne-L
P-1l Orlon
P-12 Cotton
P-13 Vinyl Covered Gla~s
P-14 Nylon
F-15 Saran
P•-16 Nylon MenofiU (i ..- 3606)
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TABLT A.4
(conti)

System Material Description

2. Corted Fabrics

CF-I Butadiene-Styrene Copol. (Gt,-j)
CF-2 Isobutylene-Isoprene CopoJ. (GR-I)
CF-3 Neoprene GN
CF-4 Uncoated Trnated Duck
CF-5 Nitrile Rubber GR-A
CF-6 Natural Rubber
CF-7 Vinyl Chiloride-Acetate Copol.
CF-8 Neoprene Rubber Lab. batch

All of the samplis were mounted on 1/4" plywood panels, 15"
by 13", built up on the encs wo permit 1 1" air space between the
sample and the backup panel. The fibers were strung in parallel
strands running the length of the panel. The rigid plastic samples
had mil holes drilled into each end of the sample so that the nails
used for fastening the sampl.s would not cause any localized stresses
in the material. All of the coated fabric samples were comrnercial
products except the neoprene coated fabric which was c zated in the
laboratory at EPDL.

In future tests thcuht should be given to the replacement of
the wood backup panels •th a non-flammable ncn-conductive type.
This vwould eliminate dama'e from panel burn and simplify the evalu-
ations.

A.3 C9':C7PUCT:CN 0, IUVXS •'OR F7gLD) T3TS

A.3.1 Construction of the Test .. Liks

7%e ter:t racks, Fi?. A.1 were construct'xi of 3/8" angle
iron - th two rý"oveable pnin'l hol ing sect;, ris, and hiniped back
braces that -u4-ertted the :'ace cf the rack to be set at any an,,:I
fram 90° to lr"'O, and wore bol'ed to steelI stakes sot i:.*o uie grou4,°
ib determine the býst -!thod of settng• the stal:es, they were set in

a. Set in c-oncrct (6" thick, 12" diancter)
b. 3et in the Cround with an 18" baffle plate affixed near

the b:'ttom of the stake and the dirt backfilled over it.
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c. The stik-e merely driven into the gro-and.

Fig*A.1(;oetrutio OfRacks U scd FrField Exuovure

The rack, itseli, -ras 5' x 101 vwith two 3' x 51 panel
5CCt2;.uns that were 21 r,"1 of the g~round. The -:-ck and rianel
sectis eees ~l~ d thAt thcr' rei-Iocdeh oth er. The
ranel sections were SecurNed to t~he i-ack f ra -.o oy thr(.e bý-ts, thu-sý
ponziLtin7 quick easy removal of '_h>,_lc to an, urcontazinaLed
area where a ca-.ful ex mir'v~icri cf :-c painels could he rrwde and
a fresh series pr'Žpared f the next shot.

A 3/4 ton pwoir truck w.as useci to tranjpo-T, thu. sa. :wles
to aria ;r.rn thc tc.,t site. A rack vic-.s b-uilt on the- wck oCi theA
t.-uok in order to stand the panel -, ctions or odsge and space Lhem
so that none iaf the s&.ples vould 'be d i~ n ~aLi

Ir a Study rXf Uhe r -s2. t-. ;)! the 2x~bosures on this
projý-ct it becomie~s atretth-.t it -wouýld be -,Is *rable to be able
to difft~n--i:tý-iTe bu(twen the 'a.ý-c c.usdby~tuo'a flax andi that
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caused by thermal flux and blast damnare together. This could be
accomplished by either of three modificati ns of the presently
used exposure racks.

a. The use of quartz or "Pyrex Vycer" windows.

b. An electromically operaLed shield, or one with
a fusible metal link, that would drop down and cover the samples,
after exposure to the thermal eff cts and before the ai-rival of the
blast wave.

c. Have the rack so hinged that it would lay back on
the fround, with a shield coverinF the panels, cn the a-rival o.
the blast wave

Quartz windows are commonly used but because of the size
and n-nber of samples, the cost would be too -reat. "P7rex Vycer" is
a class manufactu'ed by Corning Glass .'orks, with properties sirnular
to quartz. It is ccmparatively cheaper than quartz and can be manu-
tactured in desi'ed sizes and shapes. -t would warrent further
investi-ation. '7ethod c would have one advantage in that the racks
would not have to be built tc, withstand the pressures required under
a or b.

An improvement of the present rack would be a quicker
method of fastening the sample panels to the panel sections. At
0 sc;nt :ere are four bolts to each panel and thirty-two paint
oanels tc a rack. However, these can be put on at leisure and
kept covered until ready for exposure.

3 37 -
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APPETDIX B

EMiOD OF EVALUATION OF TEST }.SULITS

B.1 •MTHOD OF EVALUATION OF NML SPMŽPLES

The samples prepared as described in Appendix A were subjected
to a laboratory source of thermal flux using the searchlight method
as described in MML BUSTER report No. WT311. In this method, the
beam of a 24 inch Navy searchlight is directed towards a receiving
mirror which concentrates the energy at a focal point. The sample
is made to pass through this point at a constant acceleration or
deceleration, with the total flux and the time of exposure deter-
mining the amount of flux at any point. The energy level is
determined by placing calibration strips along the side of the s mple
and converting the speed of travel into thermal energy in Cal/cm.

B.l.l Method of Evaluating Damage

The general method of evaluating the damage to the speci-
mens was as follows.

B..1.1 Evaluating Exposed Paint Systems On Metal

The exposed paint systems on metal were evalucoted
for initial effects, and the flaming and complete destruotion of thc7
paint. Flaming was observed directly during exposure. Complete
destruction was the minimum energy at which the charred paint lost its
cohesiveness and could be readily flaked off down to the metal sur-
face by lightly scraping with a razor blade.

B.1.1.2 Evaluating Paint Systems On 'lood

The paint systems on wood waere evaluated for
initial effects, paint char, and wood char. The initial effect was
primarily the discoloration of the topcoat.

B.3.1.3 Evaluating Exposed Coated Fabrics and Plastic Filins

The exposed coated fabrics and plastic films weiv!
evaluated for initial efifects, charring and destruction. In several
cases only one critical point could be recorded, the destruction of

the material. The enerr corresponding to destruction was taken as
Sthe minimum energy at which the charred nmterial lost its cohesive-
ness and readily fell apart at. a light touch.

3- 8 -
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B.I.l.4 Evaluation Of Plastic Fibers

Plastic fibers were evaluated as to destruction
only. Destruction was that point at which the fibers parted.

B.I.I.5 Evaluation of Rigid Plastics

Rigid plastics were evaluated as to the cri'!ical
points particular to each.

3.1.1.6 Evaluation Of Packaging Material

The packaging material evaluation consisted of
determining the energies corresponding to initial effect, charring
or melting and destruction.

B.2 ERDL LABORATORY EVALUA m ION TESTS

B.2.1 Discussion of Test Methods

B.2.1.1 Paint Test Methods

The following exposure and evaluating tests were
chosen to show what effect the field exposures had on the service life
and use characteristics cf the different paint systems. A more de-
tailed discussion of them will be found in Fed. Spec. 7T-P-141.

The Salt Spray Cabinet Test is one in which the
samples are exposed to a fog of 20% salt solutiun at 900 F and was
used to evaluate the porosity of the film and :.ts ability to prevent
corrosion of the underlying surface.

The Accelerated Wpathering Test is one in which
the samples are subjected to cycles of ultra-violet light (carbon arc)
and water spray. It was used to evaluate thb service life left in the
film, that is, how well it would continue to stand up in outside use.

The Humidity Cabinet Test is one in which the
sample is subjected to conditions of high humidity (900 F and 95% R.H.)
and was used to evaluate the porosity of the film and its ability to
protect against rusting in high humidity (tropical) conditions.

Flexibility, abrasion resistance aad shear hard-
ness were used to evaluate the effect of the above exposure tests.
Flexibility indicates adhesion of the film to the surface and resist-
ance to thermal shock. It is determined on the Navy conical mandrel
and is calculated to per cent elongation of the film by the following

- 39-
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formula: % 3 100 - T

where T " average thickness of the panel (inches)
r = radius of incipient cracking.

Abrasion resistance indicates the resistance of the film to
abrasive wear. It is determined as weight loss on the Tbor Abrader
and calculated to volume loss of the paint film.

Shear hardness indicates the adhesion and cohesion of the paint
film and its resistance to gouging ard mechanical shock. It is
determined on the Tabor Abrader and is reported as the average width
of scratch, in 10-3 inches, made with a 600 gram load.

B.2..2 Plastics and Coated Fabrics

The non-volatile (ash) content of the reinforced
plastics was determined by ashing at 10500 F. An increase in. non-volatile would indicate the loss of plastic binder.

The surface hardness was determined on the "'IW
scale of the Rockwell Hardness Tester in accordance with Method 1081
Fed Spec. L-P-406a. A change in hardness indicates an increase in
the polymerizatiLn of the material or a loss of plasticizer.

The specific gravity was determined on a Jolly
Balance, in accordance with Method 5011, Fed. Spec. L-P-406a. An
increase in specific gravity is an indication of the loss of some of
the volatile constituents.

The breaking strength of the fibers and coated
fabrics was determined on the Scott Tensile Tester in accordance Nith
"'ethod 5102, Fed. Spec. CCC-T-1916. Both the "strand strength" and
"1knot strength" were determined on the fibers since it 'ias been shown
t.hat knotting has a variable effect on the strength of the fibers
wnich is significant when the fibers are used in camouflage materials.

The flexual propertics and modulus of elasticity
of the rigid plastics were determ'ned in accordance with "`ethod 1031
Fed. Spec. L-P-406a. This test indicates the ability of the rigid
plastic to resist breaking under bending stresses.

The percent light trLnsmittance was determined
on the G. E. Recordir, Ioectrophotameter in accordance with `ethod
425.] Fed. Sluc. TT-P-141b. This test indicates any loss in trans-
lucency or t:ie ability of the nnterial to transmit light.

- 40 -
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B.3 METHOD OF EVALUATING DAMAGE TO SAMPLES, ERDL

B.3.l Paint Samples

B.3.1.1 Exposure of Metal Panels

The metal panels were cut to 4" x 4" and
3" x 5" sizes, properly edged and subjected to the follcwing ex-
posure tests.

150 hours - Salt Spray Cabinet

300 hours - Accelerated Weathering

30 days - Hig!O Humidity

These panels were then evaluated for flexibility,
abrasion resistance and shear hardness.

B.3.1.2 Exp of Paint Sstems

The panels on which paint systems were exposed
to 85 cal/cm2 and apparently suffered total destruction, were sub-
jected to 30 days in the humidity cabinet.

B.3.1.3 Exposure of Fire Retardant Panels ¶

The fire retardant panels, C.17 and C.18 were
conditioned and burned by the Cabinet Test Method as specified in
Fed. Spec. TT-P-26.

B.3.2 Plastics and Coated Fabrics

B.3.2.1 RJiid Plastics

The Aigid plastics were subjected to the follow-
ing laboratwy tests.

Flexual strength and modulus of elasticity

Specific Gravity

Rockwell Hardness

Light Transmittance

Percent Inert
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B.3.2.2 Plastic Film and Coated Fabrics

Plastic films and coated fabrics were sub-
jected to the following laboraoty tests.

Breaking Strength

Percent elongation

B,3,2,3. Fibers

Fibers were subjected to the following lab-
oratory tests.

Breaking strength, strand and knot

Percent elongation, strand and knot

-4-
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APPENDIX C

TABLE C-1

The Effect of Laborator7 Thermal Flux on Certain Materials

Critical
Syste Material Dacription of Effect Enrgy

on Material Cal/Cf 2

Alkyd lusterless an- DIlling and daruteing 7.9
al (2 coats) an of surfae.
steel* &irfaae breaks into

non propagating flow. 16

2 Alkyd lusterless en- Dulling and dartnaing 19
aa (2 coats) an of surface,.
aladinr. Surface breaks into

am propagating flm. 38

3 Alkyd lusterless en- Dulling and darkening 6.3
wo.1 (2 coats) an of surface.
magnsiut. Surfaoe breaks into

no propagating flaw* 16

Paint ses expos6ng
metal an light scraping. 30

Alkyd Semi-gloss am- Blistering of topcoat. 1.4
seal an wood. Discoloration of topcoat. 1.8

Topcoat Chars. 5.5
Unarcoat Chars. 13
Wood Bros,. 14
Wood Chars. 17

5 Alkyd Sai-gloas an- Paint turuu rustvy red
mai an steel, color. 19

6 AIJkd Sui-gloss up- Paint turns ru.tj rod
mal am alminma. color. 15

7 Alkyd Sad-gloos top- Point turnms ruuty redK18 a aszadum. oolor. 10
Surface breaks into non

Pant carbonizes and
flakes off xposing a-
tal an light scraping, 19
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TBEC-1 (Cont.) -
Critical

SMaterial Da•cr•epton of Itffect Energy_

S Alyd si-glove on- Discoloration of top- 1.5
mal = wood coat

Topcoat Chara. 2.7
Undercoat Chars, 7.0
Wood Chars. 13.0

9 &lkyd a1c maema Paint turns rusty red
om staeo coloro 19

10 ~lkyd Sloss enml Paint turns rusty red
am abodsm. color. 28

11 Uyd gloesmel Paint tUa rusty red
n magnsim, color. 6.7

• twaom breaks into
iwn propagating flme. 16
Paint oarbonies and
flakme off exposing
mtal on light scraping. 33

12 Alkyd Gloss eminl Blistering of topcoat
an wood, along grain line. 1.0

tD-scoloration of top-
coat, 1.2
Topcoat Chars. 2.7
Undsrooat Chars. 4.6
Wood Chars. 12

13 Pbeiolic Paint on Paint blackens. 7.2
steel.L 14 Poli. Paint_ an No___t.5
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TABLE C-i (Cont.)

iCritical
System, material Description of Effect Energy2

on Material

15 Phenolic Paint on Paint turns rusty red
magesium. color. 7*9

Narfaco breaks into
non propagating flame 13
Paint carbonizes and
flaks$ off exposing
metal on light scraping. 29

16 Phenolic Paint on Discoloration of top-
vood. Coate 1.8

Topcoat Chars. 3.7
Underooat Chars. 8.7
Wood Chars. 14a

17 Alkyd Semi-gloss Paint blackens. 1i4
ovr Phenolic eye-
ten on steel.

18 Alkyd Semi-gloss Paint turns a rasty red
over Phenolic sys- e€1or. 7.3
tan on timinimo

19 Alkyd Sami-gllos Paint turns a rusty rd
over Phenolic nys- color. 10
te, on RanesiUw. Surfaoe breaks into

non propagating flm. 1i4
Paint carbonizes and
flakes off exposing
mnetal olight scraping. 15

* 20 j A1ky l-glaws M soo1ratar. of! W
over PhmoKlic s~- -a.,
tan on wood. lope" t Chars. 8.2

Undercoat Chars. 15
Wood Chars. 22

21 Alkyd Lusterless en- Paint blackens. 8.8
ml (1 ooat) onsteel.
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T ABL C-1 (Cont.)

I Critical
OWNSt. ,At.*al Description of ffeot Energy

on Material ca¢'F

22 Alkyd lwtorless en- Paint blackens. i3
goa (1 ooat) an

23 Ahkyd )st rlss on- ULU blisters on surf-
Mal (1 cast) an ace. 8.8

Smapsia. Paint blackens. 16
Surface broaks into
non propagaUng filsm. 27
Paint carbonizes and
flakes off exposing
intal on litt scraping. 33

24 LIkyd lusterless en- Blistering of topcoat. 1.4
amIl oUo. T"opoat Chars. 2.3

Undercoat Chars. 8.1
Wood Chars. 10

5 Alk-d S•-gloe Paint turns a rwfW
a stel, red color. 7.9

26 Alkyd Sami-gloss es- Paint trams a rusty
mal an alniinv. red color. 7.2

27 Alkyd Se-g•oss en- Paint turns a rusty
Ml on egsiu red oelor. 10

Surf aoe broaks intonon pr•sating flows. 16
Paint carbonizes a•d
flakes off expog•g I
utal on Usht scraping. 33

20 lkd 3elglo o- listering of topcoat. 1.5
&1 o V06 4Discoloration of topcoat, 2.4

Tnpoo&t Chars. .

Wo~od Chars,

9 pon resin paint Paint blackens. 8.9
(2 coats) on steel.

, |I
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TABLE C-I (Cont.)

system material Description of Effect Energy
on Material Cal/Cm?

30 Ipon rosin paint Paint blackens. 6.7
(2 coats) on Almin. u-faoe breaks into

non propagating flame. 15

31 Span rsin paint Paint blackens. 9.2
(2 coats) on mina- Paint forms brittle
aium. blisters which flake

off exposing metal. 14

3? Spon resin paint Discoloration of top-
(2 coats) on wood. coat. 2.0

Topcoat Chars. 3.7
Wood Chars. 16

33 Spon resin paint Paint blackens. 10
over waqhprimr on
steel.

Epon resin paint Paint blaakens. 7.9
over wahpriner on
altainm.

35 po resin paint Paint bAW=*. 14
over vashprimr on urfaos beaks into
masnoesivi non propagating flm. 16

Paint Carbonises and
flakes Qff exposing
metal on light scraping 24

36 Epon rosin•paint DLcD0lor*tUone, tsP-
over woo;Vrior on coat. 0-?3
woo& Topcoat Chars* 2.7

Uhdarcoat Chars. 5.7
-_j_____0_ iioChars. 18
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TABLE C-1 (Cont.)

Critical
Sy3tem Material Description of Effect Energy

on Material Cal/Cm2

37 Outside barracks Blistering of topcoat. LO

paint on poplar Discoloration of top-
wood, coat. 14

Topcoat Chars. 18
Wood Chars. 34

38 Fire retardant paint Blistering and discolor-
an poplar wood. ation of topcoat. 10

Sporatic charring of
topcoat. 1 6-21
Topcoat Chos. 21.
Wood Chars. 66
Undercoat Chars. 81

Douglas Fir, Slight charring. 4.5
Uncoated. First grain Char. 8.3

Second grain Char. 10

Poplar wood, Slight charring. 5.7
Unooated. Wood Chars. 8.9 !

39 Polystyrene. Not rmio

40 Polyester reinforoed Charring begins, no
with fiberglass mat. effect on wood. 28

41 Cellulose Acetate. Wood Chars. 7.2
Slight melting. 63
Destruction. 135

42 PlexglAss. Wood Chars. 6.5
No other apparent
critical points.

43 Teflon. Destruction. 55

44 Saran Shot. Destruction. 7.6

45 DpolAetA lene. DeStructiou. 30
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TABLE C-1 (Cont.)

S~~Critical ,i

System Material Description of Effect Energy
System Material on Material cal/C'

146 Vinyl Sheet. Charring begins. 2.3

147 GR-A Rubter. aight discoloration. 3.4
Slight Blackening.
Grey discoloration. 4.8
Charring begins. 8.4
Destruction. 9.

148 Natural Rubber. Slight discoloration. 0.81
Brown discoloration. 2.8
Grey discoloration. 4
Charring begins. 8.3

49 Viiyl rubber. Slight discoloration. 1.1
Sporatic charring. 2.8
Charring. 4.5

50 GR-I rubber. Slight discoloration. 0.45
Grey discoloration 0.73
Dk. green discoloration. 2.9
Charring begins. 4.5

51 GR-M rubber. Slight discoloration. 0.45
Grey discoloration. 0.74
Brown discoloration. 1.9
Charring begins., 2.5

52 Uncoated Duck. Slight discoloration I
Destruction 27

53 GR-S rubber Slight discoloration. 0.81
Charring begins. 2.2

54 Vinyl covered Charring begins. 7
glass fiber. Destruction begins. 58

55 Nylon fiber Melting begins 7
Destruction begins 21
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TABlE C-I (Cont.)

! Critical

Syste Material Description o- Effect Energy
on Material Cal/Cm2

56 Dynel fiber Cherring begins. 5
Destruction. 9

57 Saran fiber Charring begins. 2.8
Destruction. 5.5

58 Nylcw monofilm Destruction 8
FM :3606

59 Orlon Destruction. 32

60 Vinyon (NOEU) Destruction. 8.4

121-115 Barrier Material Slight discoloration. 6.3
Melting begins. 8.1

121vC-I-I Barrier Material Slight discoloration 4.8
Charring begins. 9.4

121-A-II-I Barrier Material Slight discoloration. 3
Charring begins 5.8
Destruction 9.4

131A-1-A Barrier L-4e.erial Melting begins 3.2
Charring of underlayer 7
Destruction i4

117B-I-C Waterproof bag Slight discoloration. 2.8
Charring begins. 5.9
Discoloration of

underlayer. 11
Destruction top layer. 14
Destruction of

underlayer. 27

149-I Ethyloollulose Melting begins 5 (approx.)

149-2 Acetate-Butyrate MCiting begins 5 (approx.)

-50-
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TABLE C-1 (Cont.)

Critical

Systes Material Description of Effect Eneri l
on Material Cal/Cý2

RRI 1756 Arm Cocoon Slight discoloration 2.4
Charring begin. 10

GE 5249 G.E, Cocoon Melting begins 5
Charring begins 19

AIS-673 Packaging No apparent critical
material points. N

I
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TABIZ C.-2

Thermal and Blast Data (Field flposres)

-stations BUD ____ ____ DOG ___

Slant Therml. Blast Slant Thermal Dlait
(No ft.) Distance Cal/C,' psi Distance Cal/C*2 psi

2000 241 17.5 5.7 2480 85 9.5

400 4283 5.0 2.6

5000 5260 3.2 2.0 5249 18.5 3.8

7000 '7230 1.6 1.4 7200 9.8 2.9

9000 9175 5.7 2.7*

12000 12130 3.3 1.5*

a rsti•ated nalues
Slant distance in foot
Blast measureenta by Sandia Corporation on Contract to IASb
Therval inam'aneintu b7 NFOL and NL

Rim Mot DOG Shot
Beight 1118 ft Heigh% 14,17 ft

140 ft N 56 ft N
13 ft V 36 ft I

Size 3.47 KT Size 20.9 KT
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TABKE C-4

Thermal Exposure Effects

DOG Shot at 2000 Ft.

htera Desoriution of Effects

C-I Paint completely gone. Panel shows heat blueing and
excessive sandblasting.

C-2 Paint oompletely gone. Panel shows excessaive sand-
blasting. One panel half gone.

C-5 Paint compietely gone. Panel shows heat blueing,
exoessive uandblasting, and gravel damage.

C-6 Paint completely gone. Panel shows heat blueing,
excessive sandblasting, and gravel Iamage.

C-7 Paint completely gone. Panel shows heat blueing.
excessive sandblasting, and gravel damage.

C-8 Paint completely gone. One panel completely gone.
Second panel shows excessive sand erosion and gravel.

C-12 Paint completely gone. Panels show heat blueing and
excessive sandblasting and gravel damage.

C-13 Small specks of what appears ti be paint remains. The
rest of the panel shows sandblast effects.

C-16 Paint completely gone. Panels show heat blusing,
excessive sandblasting, and gravel damage.

C-17 Paint completely gone. Surface shows excessive
sandblasting and gravel damage.

C-18 Paint completely gone. Surface shows excessive
sandblasting and gravel damage.

C-20 Paint completely gone. Surface has a gray mat
appearance.
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Table C--6

Effeot of Theml Flux on Rlmd.atioe to Salt Spmy

a mm 01 02 C05 6 07 08 1 2 C13 C16 C20

ll.hkLlV- 12.1 <-3.91 597 9.53 9.53 10.5 43.92 43.9e 5.0 4.76

____ _ 316.1 281.0 •.0 i8.8 378.0 4.o W08.5 212.8 208.o 96.6
oh Buw m mm .5 m•.O iox•. 88.2 0).2 91.2 8O.O i0i.5 ioi.5 g.0o

11m1buLt• 8.0 13. 9e ),28.6 8.0 5.26 -43.92 A.9e 6.78 12.10

AWW__ 253.6 115.9 78.5 116.5 U.8 97.8 78.8 81.0 75.2 25.6

___ l__ __ 71.2 37.5 19.5 83.2 62.0 50.0 78.8 59.2 59.5 1

FIabItLltf 43-9• <3.9e 8.6 >28.6 4.8 43.92 43•92 43.92 5.97 12.1

A*" -lmm I2.o 197.0 MA5.• 100.4 101.2 108.6 86.5 63.5 89.2 83.0

sm.w Iu.w.. 49.5 56.8 37.2 66.2 53.0 51.8 58.0 50.5 55.5 *

1Llty 12.1 <3.9L 5.97 4,3.92 6. 55 5.55 43.92 .(3.2 43.9e 8.6

6 mmlem 93.4 99.5 87.2 9•.7 102.8 87.4 37.0 88.3 69.6 68.4

Ih.W I a 51.2 46.2 50.5 58.0 55.0 54.2 34.8 58.2 60.5 a

,3"zlbUi1Lf 5.26 43.92 <3.92 16.0 .%392 6.)5 7.27 <3.92 3.6 S.0

Its A5 ,•u 107.5 453.0 130.5 164.0 41O.0 234.0 25S.0 194.0 71.0 53.5

M1 l4amum 66.8 112.5 68.2 123.2 61.2 95.0 101.5 &.2 80.2 107.2

I1.zibilitjr 5.97 A3.92 5.26 )28.6 9.53 <3.9 3.92 <• 3-. 7.27 >28.6
IT

-91 Ar1m 136.4 101.0 98.7 43.0 63.6 89.0 50.5 82.8 76.4 66.5

m su a 53.0 2. 49.5 69.0 51.2 55.0 67.8 83.2 74.5 *

7 .1 • 5.0 <3.92 5.97 )2.M- 5.55 4.76 <3. 4.92 1.27 10.5

5. 7 Abmiat 14.8 126.1 136.5 1l.9.7 1,9.o 96.8 47.8 6s.1 54.8 46.4

m1 mutus_ 49.5 6.2 42.8 58.8 51.o 53.0 69.2 58.2 55.0
newmA•t 4 3.9e <5.9e 5.26 >26.6 9.53 8.0 1<3.92 .0.92 4.1.9 12.1

3.3 Amimi 84.6 92.5 131.3 99.5 131.0 110.5 69.6 87.7 11.6 83.5
Cal

E mil,• a 53.8 4.o 47.2 62.8 51.5 52.5 64.8 61.5 146.2

0 12.- < 3.92 1.1 -),28.6 12.1 <5.9 4392 <3.92 5.-,7 1.10
ub- b laf 101.0 814.5 12.7 72.4 75.6 100.0 71.7 49.8 58.0 84.11

- 4. 4.8 M. .2 4.2 62.8 1 -. 2 26.o

Abretmi: tls Lor (10-4 IQ) B Iklj D~srnhb1s
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Table 0-7

Effect of Theral Flux on Reistane to Accelerated Weathering

awllT T Ci C2 C5 C6 C7 Ce C1 C13 C16 C20

Flexibility 12.1 5.97 9.53 >26.6 03.92 9.53 43.92 43.92 5.55 4.76
lk5 Abraslon 250.0 361.0 338.0 174.2 22C..8 229.0 88.A 218.0 175.5 87.9

Sh.ear Hardns. 55.8 69.5 69.5 62.8 80.2 78.0 72.5 66.8 86.5 90.o
Flexibility 10.5 <.92 5.97 >28.6 5.26 43.92 < 3.92 c3.92 .c 3.92 <3.92
Abrasion 142.o 145.o 1o8.1 1o2.6 u2.6 108.9 108.3 64.9 66.0 66.3
Shear Hardness 47.2 43.5 43.8 46.2 46.5 43.8 59.2 69.8 52.5 *
Flexlbllity 0.92 3.92 8.0 '28.6 12.1 <3.9 <3.9 <3.92 43.9 43.92

-50 92 0-924 -09 4 3.93.2 Abrasion 84.0 134.1 106.8 131.2 112.0 110.0 77.9 71.4 80.3 91.2Cal - - - - - -- -[shear Hardness 35.2 39.5 43.8 55.0 47.8 50.8 59.2 47.5 47.8 a

B llezlbillty 9.53 43.92 9.53 >'.28.6 03.92 C 3.9e, 43.9e 4 3.9e C 3.9e 1<43.9
Abrailon 74.5 105.4 92.6 108.o 9k.4 90.0 48.5 47.8 M.6 106.9

C shear Hardines 43.8 45.8 51.0 39.0 51.5 48.2 65.5 55.8 48.2 *
lFlexiblllty <3.92 3.392 <3.92 8.0 <3.92 <3. (C3.9• 2 3. < 43.92 - 3. .9
Abrasion 109.0 254.0 252.0 251.5 254.0 305.0 97.5 95.5 94.6 83.8

Shear Hardnessa 58.0 58.5 58.2_ 62.2 59.8 82.0 75.8 89.2 79.2 78.0
11axibIIt14 12.1 < 3.92 5.971 (3.9e 43.92 < 3.9 C 3. c3_.9e 5.261 &3.9

9.8 Abram!on 96.2 83.5 81.0 81.5 82.7 107.7 62.4 67.1 61.0 67.8Cal - -I _ -Shoar hardness 32.2 29.0 43.8 55.2 43.8 40.5 k7.5 i56.5 68.0 1

D9 1Flxibility 10.5 <3.92 < 3.92 >28.6 43.92 -(3.9 (,C3.9 43.9e 5.26 c3.9
5.7 Abra•ion 117.0 .100. 8.2 111.5 95.1 99.3 55.7 58.4 67.5 78.5

Shear Hardness "4.5 "4.5 46.0 54.0 4.1.80 42.2 48.2 38.5 40.2

D12 -- - -___ 
___3.3 Abra•ion 84.0 79.5 7T2.0 66.0 72.5 76.2 52.0 57.1 41.4 60.3

Shear •ardness 45.8 54.8 42.0 41.5 51.0 47.0 6o.o 69.0 56.5 68.2

0 YlxIb~llIV 9.551 (3.92 -- 5.9171 >.2.6 15.26 43.9 < 3.9 4 3.9e 4(3.92 ( 3.9
ni- Abram la 86.8 86.4 86.4 79.2 85.) 83.8 52.7 44.7 51.5 83.8

- Shear iardnemb 41.6 ~ 1.0 . 0 12 482] 62.8 49.0 51.8

Fleilblity: % elonration

Algravio: fil" loss (10- 4 &1.) ba Irely Disotrnblbk
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Table C-8

affoot of Thmal Flux on Resaljance to High Humidity

an TM 01 02 C5 06 C7 C8 C12 C13 C16 C20

nm1bLui i.a 43.9 !e 10.5 V28.6 (5.92 12.1 ,.3 4.76 8.0 8.0

115 Awm 289.o h66.o 36..o 12.0o 39,4.o 2•5.o 10.o0 176.0 167. 133.6

Smo 84.5 uo.8 106.5 61.0 82.8 70.8 61.o 03.8 91.0 90.0

lMlbllti 
22.1 43.9e1 5.97 >28.6 (3.92 .92 4,35.92 (3.92 43.9e 0.5,

MM'1cM 138.9 253.5 171.0 101.1 96.7 9o.6 60.5 82.9 51.9 7o.4

- R A , h3.,5 32.5 59.0 51.8 46.o 39.0 158.8 87.5 65.5 *

PImI'blll 2.V _-U.92a 6.78 ),28.6 43.2 3. 3.9 % 4.3.92 .. 3.9 12.1

3.6 AUkmlo 1,8.0_ 231.0 175.0 135". Q 138.0 169.2 40.7 65.0 66.0 89.8
Ca O IW&Aa 30.8 W..0 3e.0 k3.2 .40.0 o 43.8 63.2 55.2 51.5 "

F1Mt•Sb..tt 0,.3. 43.92 6.78 4;3.92 43:9'2 43.92a -C 3.9e 4,.3-9 43.92 1.6.0

"T.6• Ar-io,,-, 1.o.5 Uk.3 I 16._o 1o7.o 84.8 78.1 46:o 41.2 5o.6 61.5.

- o =sa.8 31.8 32.0 65.2 38.8 37.0 51.8 5,4.3 55.0 *

l'1b1tJWW 6.78 (3.92 <3.92 1>28.6 <3.92 1,.3.9 4.. 3.9 3 4.76 9.51

" lm, 5i-16.0 3,00.0 416.0 176.7 333.0 345.0 68.0 103.2 125.9 105.7

U *44 8,4.0 72.2 72.2 614.5 69.5 714.5 72.5 88.0 75.2 91.2

J1.zlbllity 6.78 03.92 14.76 >28.6 -(3.9e 4.3 A,3. 9 e ,. .. 4,3.9e 28.6

b hrWmlm 16e.5 175.0 1,3.8 13.5 85•. 81.14 47.8 72.2 63.5 82.9

SA 37.0 89.8 31.2 .5.8 36.0 42.8 52.8 77.2 76.2 *
rIM•,bzut1 1,.761 <3.92 43.92 >28.6 < 3.92 4'3.A <.. 3 .9; :. 4 3-9 .3-9 16.o

Abrlm 127.0 191.0 12M.8 121.5 95.3 87.4 42.6 51.5 58.7 72.9

ftow Owdus- 3.2 3k.0.32.8 143.8 30.0 3o4.2 52.8 51.5 57.2 *

D 12 Ins.lbUltj 12.1 <(3.9 5.97 >28.6 43.92 43..9 4.3.% <(3.5. 9q . P28.6

3.3 Ab cs," lol.o u6.o lol.14 8e.9 82.3 84.9 52.41 80.0 62.8 99.3

o a bw B_____ 27.2 29.5 37.8 42.2 ýo.8 33.8 62.0 55.8 52,0 0

nluilbt. U.1 43.92 5.26 >28.6 13.92 45.9G <.(39. 43,.92 <3.92 12.10

wk Am•r a 1i9e.8 _20.o 192.0 205.6 1126.3 1Z5.0 87.9 54.9 59.6 1oo.o

L n Bhow uz !!E.8" 1. 2226,):, ).8 44.2, 66.21 61.o J, ý.8

FIMMb11t7= % 01=4tla

Abrwila: : r1ln a1 (10-4 MI) D SMI DIMoUTablo

Sow h4aMw& 10"3 In.

ESIUCTID DATA MET
AVMOC OMY ACT 0"khA
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SECRET

TABLE C-9

Effect of High Huridity on Painted Panels Exposed to
a Thermal Energy of 85 Cal/Cm2

System Surface Condition

Unexposed Entire surface covered uniformly with medium to heavy
Bare Panel rusting.

$ Cl Light blue in color. Coating gone. Light rust spots
covering about t0% of panel.

C5 Blue in color. Coating gone. Light rustirg over about
2M, of panel.

C6 Burned appearance to metal. Coating gone. Rust on
several drip streaks.

C7 Mettalic blue color. Coeting gone. Light rusting over
entire surface.

C12 About 10% of coating still in.act. Light rusting on
bare spots. Rust on drip streaks.

C13 About 5% of coating still intact. Only ulight signs of
white corrosion. Considerable abrasion damage.

C16 Light rusting on blued portions. Coating gmne. Medium
rusting on unburned metal.

C20 Coating gone. Brownish-gray color surface. Light rust-
ing over entire surface.
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TABLE C-10

Effect of Thermal Flux on Overall Flexibility
(% Elongation)

Critical

Energy Coating Systems
-Level
Ca1/Cm2 C1 C2 C5 C6 C7 C8 C12 C13 C16 C20

17.5 12.1 4.6 8.7 22.2 5.8 10.7 3.9 4.2 6.2 5.8

18.5 5.3 3.9 3,9 14.2 3.9 4.4 5.0 3.9 5.8 7.2

9.6 5.3 3.9 5.3 20.4 5.8 3.9 3.9 3.9 5.5 20.4

5.6 10.2 3.9 5.0 28.6 5.7 4.4 3.9 3.9 4.9 8.8

5.0 6.8 3.9 4.6 28.6 4.5 4,2 3.9 3.9 5.5 10.1

3.2 5.1 3.9 7.8 28.6 6.9 3.9 3.9 3.9 4.6 9.4

3.7 9.3 3.9 5.1 28.6 5.8 5.3 3.9 3.9 4.6 14.9

1,7 8.5 3.9 7.4 12.1 4.7 4.5 3.9 3.9 3.9 9.5

0 11.2 3.9 7.8 28.6 7.1 3.9 3.9 3.9 4.6 9.3

RES IC DATA SEMRET
ATI i RUY ACT 10i 5"blv#Wmfi
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TABLE C-11

Effect of Thermal Flux on Abrasion Over-all Resistance
(Film loss in 10-41.1)

Critical

Enert7 Cooting Systems
level

Cal/Cm2 cl C2 C5 1c6 C7 C8 C12 C13 C16 C20

17.5 217 369 381 165 331 173 99 202 184 106

18.5 178 336 266 198 332 294 134 131 97 82

9.6 132 120 104 80 77 93 34 74 67 73

5.6 132 188 119 107 107 99 83 76 64 54

5.2 128 139 110 118 103 94 49 58 61 66

3.2 121 187 136 115 117 129 68 67 78 88

3.7 90 96 101 83 88 91 58 68 52 81

1.7 106 106 99 103 94 85 44 59 56 79

0 128 126 137 119 96 103 71 50 57 89

- 7i? -
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TABLE C-12

Iffect of Thermal Flux on Shear Over-all Hardness
(Width of Scratch in 1o-3 in.)

Lritical
lber Coating Systems

Cal/Z Cl C2 C5 C6 C7 C8 C12 C13 C16 C20

17.5 78.91 93.1 92.7 70.7 82.8 80.0 71.2 84•.0 93.0 90.7

18.5 69.6 81.1 66.2 83.3 63.5 13.8 83.2 86.2 78.2

9.6 40.8 55.1 41.5 59.3 43.7 46.1 56.0 72.3 72.9

5.6 54.0 37.8 50.8 60.4 51.5 44.2 65.9 72.2 59.2 io

5.0 41.4 41.6 40.5 52.0 40.9 43.2 56.8 49.4 50.8 o

3.2 38.5 69.8 37.7 54.8 46.9 48.8 60.2 51.1 51.6

3.7 42.2 35.4 42.3 48.8 47.8 44.4 62.2 55.4 51.6 w

1.7 41.9 41.2 44.5 53.4 48.4 46.5 64.0 56.0 54.6 .•

0 41.7 34.1 44.9 56.8 47.1 48.9 63.9 55.1 53.2 M

-78-
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TAEIR C-13

Effect of Thermal Exposure on the Properties of Fire Retardant Paint

Thermal House Paint (TT-P-O . Fire Retardant Paint (W#20)
Expo&jure Weight Loss Char Volume Weight Loss Char Volume
Cal/C12  Grams Cubic Inch Grams Cubic Inch

Unexposed 14.8 5.84 11.7 5.45

1.7 10.8 3.98 9.4 3.92

3.7 12.0 4.81 10.8 4.39

3.2 12.4 3.95 9.4 3.88

5.0 12.6 4.67 10.1 3.44

5.6 11.7 5.0 9.2 3.05

9.6 11.9 5.0 9.0 2.83

A". 5 U1.2 7.29 16.7 6.91

17.5 12.5 5.01 14.3 5.79

85 116.0 Burned up 49.83 12.45
completely

ImI
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TABLlZ C-17

Iffyt, of Therml Flx an the Brem"k Strength of
Rubb•r Coated Fabrics

__ThermalThal/1

Nara Unexposed 1.6 3.6 3.2 1 5 5.6 9.6 18.5 17.5

Naturel 122 131 135 132 135 132 65.5 132 None

INeopre"•m 121 119 110 115 115 114 118 98 83

(Gl-I 130 131 124 129 129 141 135 123 87

(.8 122 105 115 123 119 115 117 32 None

M34 109 105 119 16 116 121 112 14 lonpe

""i 130 138 136 119 140 135 103 105 78

Uncoated
Duck 148 128 132 129 149 132 75 None None

(lab. Batch) 68 67 65 67 63 48 None None None

Breaking strength in lbs/in
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TABLE C-18

Effect of Thermal Flux on the Ultimate Elongation
of Rubber Coated Fabrics

Thermal Flux (C 1

Material Unexposed 1.6 3.61 3.2 5 5.6 9.6 18.5 17.5
Natural 11 13 13 12 U 10 4 lU None

Neoprene ON 12 15 13 12 12 14 11 7 7

GR-I 12 13 12.5 14 1 3 12 13 aSGR-S 9 9 10.5 U U 1 0 10 9 None

GR-A 12 13 14 34 13 12 U 11 None

Vinyl 12 14 15 3.4 13 12 8 a 5

Untreated

Duck 12 14 13 12 1214 7 None None

Neoprene
(Lab. Batch 19 19 18 18 15 15 None None None

Ultimate elongation in %
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Table C-.19

CaqpaAo. of Thezmel Ef facts
Iaboratcsy Fl= vs. Field Expqsweu

1.6 soteat SSGMnoteat soapparent d

A fee emettezrad bite flaked M amg p-Uihl
at grael liedlai Panel
in the 81111110

3- NO test Do anwernt domW so t"t so apparent dm0~

~.8 Do ~eratnoi Do pearmt ahina so appaieut d~ A few fine blistimsa.

eco woolan wm a& gravel 4~.e
uwA~l demae. A Soft ibedded Inst.
few fine blister.

5 ,,2  so appaent dma so onpmeat dom so apparent dMew No eppewt domp

aw ht rring Of sow gravel damag. Incipient charring. 00e o two inc ipi-

gas 0112SA* @Rau au t Of No blisteingn ent b~liter..
1160fedidl dirt Smw gravel dameg

and labellied dirt

32e Dn"mlineal F~ blator.. Light Nefarte Ober Charring an bothx
ofe fil aim o pitting Of Pace"a. One panel
presnt but wo life bLietare. gon &hu fine blusting

1abelled dirt ml& pitting, the
otha blistering
sa" f]lakin

lilmabary-ed, life Mau bliletare ligt ewif ae char Okfwe os ct oharrel
17e5 4= cut of fila emOLJ Over the and bliatesel. Thin

eurfacs. Mlietae ~whacct ise o.k.
broken to ahow Two top costs ana
pitting. Smw Uh-
bedded dirt

critical ______________ L Chtes C5

16. Sctee blistare go aPPeant A-mP Do tweat No appareat demag

3. Scattered blisters abatt~are4 b"into" so test ft apparent #Am0

3.3 scattered blister Snell to large. re Do teat no apparent imw

.8 Top soot pitted, Smal to large so arppaet Asmg. gon esfee wroelaf
*ow obarr thi blisters Lit reaLnvei ac a oosesalwal

graw.Qrsiared.blister. Do appre-
Dliater, bklek alable acet of

- _____g._____ laba'"d dirt
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Table C-19 (cont.)

Couparison of Therma Effects
laboratory Flux vs. Field Exosure

COAT 1I. SYSTDC

Critical Sysam C4 Bytam C!

_____ Laboratory Field Nor

Sand charred, ,blisters. Blisters

lundercoat Intact red and black

9.8 Tnp coat gone, Charring and No apparent damage Sme gravel dumie.
undercoat Intact blistering In the Sa imede dirt

roe sinoum grain

18.5 Coating gone, Coating gone, Some redening. Bliatering and f!ak-
browning of wood resinoua grain No blisters ing with eposure

charred of panel. Sise
charring on theoe"

Coating gone, Coating gone, ome redening. Charring, blister-

175 bonn fwood ro.3inc'u grain ohoms No blisters. Ing and flaking
deep char Same charring

Critical S _______System_8

laboratory Field LAbcratcry Field

196  No tooet No ap~aront dining. no teut No appaa-mat dam

.e No teet No apparent damage Io teet No appareint i

5.. No test No apparent dag, No teat No aPPa t 1

5.8 Scme bllitaring No visual damage go apparent damage No chane In 0ulw.
incipient, redening Scim gravel damg.

Smoe Imbedded dirt

5.2 No apparent damage No apparent dam"g No app.. sat damage No apparent

9 Hair line cracks with No apparent dame. No apparent domwg So gravel damae
reddrnar and charring
In craucks

18. HItiarteg, pitting Paint c9.1 li r•ih pot Top coat g.8 .5 nd charring - no g~one. LA~r bo - starting to form. FPrt--r appaetlj
me-tal exposed are flaked off. No, othm apparent intact. hV1 bow

F Ned %r grn spotsm &8004"S yell pow .@POLO

an Um pan.el la.r# blisters

17,, ch nd o m~f~c cot zhw 140 OPts red film C iating chard

"oxpoeed in spots of brvvr., rod, to blac~k colorla. *how priuar.
yellow, green, wlth No ot•er appeavnt 51 pttind down
ILarge flakes damagde to aotal

9- 91 -
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Table C-l9 (cont.)

Comparison of Thermi Effects
Iabwatcty Flux vs. Field Exposure

$ ~~~~Field laboratory_____ Field_______

3- biser. ed' on red bistae n. blistering blisters IArsn -
at us run owGrain.Bet

tared blister. in
other grain

3. line to MOINSi A few red spot. an Olight surfac, char, Cov@4 A vith fine
mulaims, em~s the roeiný grain no blistering bliateru, on reain-
Q=712g. is",1m ous grain
at tus film

3.8 T, fium charred, Small to large Coating charred. SliGht fading of
10hoecat intdla blistar.. 2.01mm.s No charring of voo color. BeelInoai

Grain cbarred grain charred

5.2 ?a" fiLm Obarred 3mll to largo Coating gone. go Fine blisters,,iW t At4t - blistes". go charring of wood charring of re-
weweue with buistes" charring of wood sa ioma wood

9.8 Coating a-. so suface, covered Coating gone, Very Ucessive charring
GbTimg of Vod ITA fine to'large slight surface char and bl istar Ing.

bliaters. Cocaid. PittinF of costing
asable flaking m

charring

18 Coasting gome, allgot Coating g-, deep Coating gone, Coating Gotte, deep
wafame charring charring In reain- surface, char of wood char In realnoai

an grain grain

17.5 Coating goam. Coating @eIn Coating gone, Reair~oi grain
Rurfce char iPg spot@ ShMing Un- surface char of wood charred, other

cha-red woo. grain not charred
Bee 1nw grain
charred

crtcl PA C12 a o 1

b~ ~Field iAbouatowy F16l4

1.6 NO test So apparent damage no Lest ED appermat damag

3,2 Ico teat So apparent &amego *o toot Sc apparent dmg

3.3 Ion teat so apparent damae so teat no apparent damage

5.8 go afferent donae Sms ouface Do apparent damage Sco 1 igtenIng In
erosion. Slight color. Cam ider-
darkening In c~xicw. abie blistaring
Some Inhedded dirt and di. iniegration

of top rfilm. Sco
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Table C-19 (cont.)

Caoparison of Thermal Effects
Laboratory Flux vs. Field Exposure

COATING S8YMre

Critioal
a y Syste C12 Syste Cl1

S". . Laboratory Field Laboratory ield.

5*2 No apparent damg No apparent damag No apparent damg No apparent damage

9 Blackening of film Some gravel dma0 go apparent dAm e. Considerable
surface. No other blisterS.ng and
appar!ent dage flaking of top

coat. Blisters
red in color

Blackening of film Surface covered Surface charring Surface charred
18.5 surface. No other with fine blisters coating still Intact and alligatoring.

apparent damage and pitting. So Conting gone In
large blisters ex- spots leaving
posing the panel black surface

deposlts

No apparent damage Chbarring and Severe blackening of Charring ajd aIII-
(28 cal. shows large blistering of film. surface vith film gatorirg of the

17 *5 black surface de- So pitting still Intact. No surface. One side
posits. Film Intact) blisters appears to be burnt

off. S gravel

critical t C ,,•_,iC6

Snrgy 2 C15 Systam C16

al ./m.2  Laboratory Field L oratbors y Field

1.6 Fo apparent d~ N, apparent damage NO teat So apparent damage

Some surface char C.remrd fine to Ws toit go a&'parent damag

3.2 madiuim blisters.

Some cracking and
peelIng

5..5 Som surface char Covered wiith No tt No aarertdamage
bllter3 on the
roesinousn groan

5.8 Siurface char. No Fine to laren No apparent damage No color change.

char on wood blistern. Lrge Few scattered
blisters flaked off linta rn. me

'howi~ng wood char- ishe~ddad dirt
ring w%&ernea&th

5.2 Sufc char FI.-wto large so appsrwst dAms.. Do .?Pwamt 40m4blisters. Chart ine,
wider blister.

9.6 Coatig charTred, LtceOIt •eurface Vary sl14ht darkeOn- Small to lares
10mht charrIng of crrr'ng especially Ing of fIim. %'Y bltsri-a alor4

.ood In resino gralz otber apparent Ada . 4e of pa,•ne

185 Coating gone, Coating grsw, &Lop SiigSit blACkeanind of Scochin~g, cho-ck-8 seuface cha.rring of char in rute mm surface. Film Intact mo mad aiilstor-
IWood forailn, eas char Ing4. Containa
A - In OUMV 0izi __ fie blister ]
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Table C.-19 (,.ont.)

Comparison of Thormal Effecta
TLaborotory Flux vo. Field ExPosure

COATING SYi'UI'

critical system 015 ______ system 016

CI.C- aboratory Fil I~aaor il
17.5 Coating gons, deep Coating gone, vood 6Ua1&t blackeninkg of Surface entir.]l,

charring af woodL charred in reain- surface. Film Intact charred; extram
am giain In apots. sam

critical Wtatm C-17 Sateam 018

W."a2 jbraayFil aboratory Field

1.6 No w~et g o apparent damage, wo test No apparent damage

3.2 Nots No apparent damage No teat FA apparent, damage

3. o teat [No apparent damage No test No apyparent damage

5.8 No apparent damage No Lppwarnt damage No apparent damage No apparent damage

5e*2 No appaxent damage No apparent damage No apparent damage No0 apparent &damage

9.8 Fine bUaSter Swi~ bliatering no app&.rent damage No apparent damage
and emoke, smudging

18.5 Srface coating One, punol charred, Incipient surface, Surfa~ce char
~ 5 charred other panel blist- charring and o-

Vie, no char on wood

p*5 Coating gone, sow~ Coating gone, Coating charred, Coating charred
175 arrface char c.arring In spots esurface char -vood
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17.5 il/29.Cl3R

Stanard(VAIP~sd.)Stand~ard (Unexposed)

5.7 cal/cu2  5.7 cal/cm2

P10 Dyne). P13 Vinyl Covered Glass
P11 Orion P1i4 Nylon
P12 Cotton P15 Saran

P16 Nylon Monofilm (FM 3606)

Fig* 0-2 Effect or Thermal Flux (o4alc 2 on Vax ious Fibers
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18.5cal/m 218.5 cal/cm 2

Is-i GRc-t7 CV-TcP Natural Rubber

CF3 eopene N C7 Viyl hlorde-cetae CpolCF Utreted uck CFONeopene(Lab Bach.
24, * . p

FigG-3Effct f Terml nx (alle (spon oae FbrC

973.,

18.5RE cal/cmCTE 18ATAlc
CF1" Ilium ATC44 GR-Af CT19
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